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Here is the blue sheep.Ã‰sta es la oveja azul.But where is the green sheep?Â¿Pero dÃ³nde estÃ¡

la oveja verde?Â The search for the green sheep is on in this bilingual board book edition of the

Australian author Mem Fox and the cartoonist Judy Horacekâ€™s delightful read-aloud Where Is the

Green Sheep? Wee ones will learn concepts such as opposites and colors, but mostly they will

cheer when the green sheep is finally discovered at the end. Each line is translated into Spanish

directly below for easy comprehension. Awards: ALA Notable Book (2005), Horn Book Fanfare Best

Books of 2004, Child Magazine Best Book of the Year, 2004
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Have you ever noticed that many of the best picture books for children aged zero to five tend to

involve sheep? Why is this? What is it about sheep that make them ideal receptacles of authorial wit

and wisdom? Is it their woolly coats? Their sly sweet faces? Their remarkably loud baas? Whatever

the case, I've had the pleasure of reading smartly written sheep books that vary from "Sheep In a

Jeep" by Nancy Shaw to this more recent Mem Fox creation, "Where is the Green Sheep". Helped

in no small part by newcomer Judy Horacek, the book is a deft examination of various sheeplike

and unsheeplike activities. It's a surprisingly charming and winning little book that's certain to earn



the undivided love and attention of ankle biters worldwide.Using remarkably simple words, the book

follows various sheep through their day. We see sheep of many colors and sheep taking baths. We

have sheep up and we have sheep down. There are band sheep, wind sheep, near and far sheep.

Just about any kind of sheep you can think of, this book's got `em. Still, one question keeps popping

up throughout the pages. Where is the green sheep? By the end, we discover the mysterious green

sheep's location and exactly what it is doing. It's an oddly satisfying way to end the tale and so we

do.Mem Fox incites an odd following of rabid pro-Fox fans everywhere. People cannot get enough

of this woman. I've never completely fallen under the Fox spell myself, but with this book I'm

beginning to see her charms. Though the story would be far less interesting if it was not

accompanied by Judy Horacek's illustrations (more on that later), it's still a bouncy flouncy flurry of

fun. In fact after all the crazy sheep antics there are two blank pages containing these words at the

story's close.
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